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About This Content

Hentai MineSweeper - Endless Mode can load images from the Web for continuous game play.

Function Keys

Keyboard P: One key minesweeping

Keyboard S: Emergency avoidance (the background image turns white and you can continue to game play)

Endless Mode

You can set your favorite subreddit(s) as the source of the images and play the game all the time!!!
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Some exciting subreddits:
ecchi - "Ecchi, NSFW pictures of anime characters."

hentai - "Hentai is a genre of pornography with Anime or Manga styling."
pantsu - "For fanservicey art from manga, anime, VNs, JRPGs, etc."

MoeMorphism - "Turning the inanimate into moe."
awwnime - "For all kinds of moe art. Especially cute anime girls and boys being cute. Strictly SFW, with named sources.

Content from anime, manga, visual novels, JRPGs, Vocaloids, Touhou, etc, and original works. "

You can also combine multiple subreddits, for example:
awwnime+hentai - Combine awwnime subreddit and hentai subreddit!
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Sooo koool !!!. A train that says it can only get up to 140mph, but easily gets over that, making it a more fun train than the ICE3
because of the tilting, and great passenger view. The sounds make me sick.. one of the missions is to ride a tiny cart until you
find a bear and then shoot it with a pistol. Best F1/Racing game ever :) ... GO BUY IT ! :D. Now, I know what you're thinking.

"Why would I pay \u00a31.99 \/ $1.99 for only four songs?"

To that, I say this.

THE UNHOLY MOLEY

UNDERWORLD BULLY

I WILL CRUSH THOSE WHO OPPOSE ME

JUST LIKE MUMMY TOLD ME

MY AMBITIONS ARE CAVERNOUS

MY MOTTO IS AVARICE

WITH LOOT I GET SO AMAROUS

FOR GOLD I AM RAVENOUS

Oh and there's probably gonna be more added later on.

But still.. Okay this will seem weird but I will emphacize this, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PLAY THE ORIGINAL TO
UNDERSTAND THE SEQUEL! This game is so much better than the original in so many ways! Nearly everyone can be a big
time damage dealer, the difficulty curve though present is nowhere near how it was in the original, only the final boss gave me
any real trouble. The only downside is you HAVE to make sure you use your skill point boost crystals cause you have VERY
limited item space I believe you can only carry 20 of an item at most. Overall this game is a huge improvement over the
original.. You can complete this game and get all the achievements while in the loading screen of another game. 10\/10!.
Absolutely do not buy and do not support. This is a repackaging of the absolute failure of Welcome to Hanwell...and NOT
EVEN A GOOD ONE! Nathan, instead of focusing on all this piddly crap like extra game modes, focus on making the actual
MAIN game better. Improve the combat (which is trrrrrashhhhhhh) and fix some of the game breaking glitches. I'm pretty sure
as an owner of WTH I got this for free but it was such a turn off after playing the original that I refuse to even acknowledge it.
Disgusting. A bastardization of WHAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN horror game of 2017.. Well great simple game, easy
achivement, though it's a bit boring
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Very fun but kinda short. Buy it on sale.. Boring.... Can't split any bets, play a combo or anything that makes the game
intersting. Worth the 1.29 NZD I paid for it, but only just. Hell no dats only a copie from the first Wolfenstein 3D so its nothing
new. But quiet interesting that steam says ok to publish a game full of Hakenkreuz... I would not recommend the game to
anyone... its not funny shooting one some big pixelblocks here. The only thing is that its quiet interresting to play the first 3d
game.... pros
- $.49
- additctive fast paced intense game play
- pimp out a hyundai

cons
- Point and click game
- repetitive
- $.49

prons
- unlimited ammo / unlimited ammo?
- Best one we played so far

#TrashORTreasure

. Interesting game. The concept is what got me interested but at the end of the day, it felt like a click fest with no discernable
goal or end game to achieve.

Why am I trying to grow individual flowers? Is it for the seeds? So that next season I can plant one more flower?

If they added some scale to this game, like, every year you have a few more flowers to take care of simultaneously, and then
eventually you're tending a garden or something, it might have held my interest.

Beyond that, all I did was click click click click click click click click click to get a flower grown and harvest my seeds. Kind of
one dimensional I guess...

Cool concept, needs more end game. Thanks for teaching me about plants.. Gravitate away from this bad video game.. Terrible
graphics, inexcusably bad gameplay. Confusing controls, not worth your time.. The bugs and visual issues in this title far exceed
those you'd experience in an extremely early access, free alpha version version from GitHub, not something that you'd expect to
pay for on Steam.

The idea is a good one - which enticed me to buy it in the first place, but it is far from playable in it's current condition.

I hope the devs work everything out in the near future - as of now I am refunding the game.

Problems include:

Graphics - very blurry at any setting above low AA, with low setting haveing horrible strobe effects on edges and black space.

Locomotion - teleport can cause you to glitch to outside of the level with no way to return forcing a restart of the game and
level.

Position - After resetting and recalibrating room scale floor height over and over the game places me in various floor heights -
none of which are the same nor correct (no other title has done this to me).

Controls - not horrible but very annoying glitch of the controller avatars constantly blinking and changing size.

Gameplay - from the limited time I had played the game would not cooperate with action inputs at various times.

The list could go on and on. I have no Pros for this title at the time.
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Save your money untill the issues are worked out (the devs do appear to still be working on this game). This game should be
listed as EA not a final release product.. A deeply flawed but incredibly inventive squad based strategy game in the vein of
XCOM. Don't think this is just a eastern european XCOM knockoff though; more than any other game based on the original
UFO Defense series, UFO: Aftershock tries to do something really, truly different. Almost every aspect of the game you would
expect to find in an XCOM-esque game is present, but each has been taken to the next level.

Do all of them work? Certainly not, but even with the oddities and bugs, UFO: Aftershock is worth playing just to see what
XCOM could be when a studio is willing to take some risks and get inventive.. i finally finished watching this movie and it was
pretty good
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